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Bird, Lowe, Wheeler Head SGA
The SGA forum was held
Tuesday evening, November 27,
at 7 p.m. in I^nkford Gold Room
to provide an opportunity for
Major-Minor candidates to give
campaign speeches and for
students to ask questions.
Elections were held on
Wednesday, November 28, and
the winners are as follows:
legislative Board Chairman
will be Tammy Bird. She has
previously served on the board
and promises to use her
knowledge and expertise to the
full benefit of the students.
Legislative Board ViceChairman will be Cindy
Dropeski. At the forum, Cindy's
campaign manager, Cindy Byrd,
spoke in her behalf. Byrd stated
that Dropeski will be "fair
minded and honest on appeals"
and "is efficient and successful."
Cindy Dropeski served on the
board last year also.
Legislative Board treasurer
will be served by Sharon Harrup
and the secretary position will be
filled by Christi I>ewis.
Linda Wheeler will serve as
Residence Board Chairman. She
is currently president of Wheeler
Dormitory. She stated that she
"knows students are concerned
and that she wants to keep the
spirit of togetherness and
concern for others present at

I/)ngwood."
Vice-Chairman of Residence
Board is Bill Johnson. He is
striving for a more open system
of government that treats
students as adults."
The Secretary of Residence
Board will be served by Lisa
Comer.
The position of Judicial Board
Chairman will be served by Sally
Ix)we. She feels strongly about
upholding the Honor Code and
was a member on the committee
that revised the Judicial policy.
Eric Benjamin will be serving
as Vice-Chairman of Judicial
Board. He has previously been a
member of Judicial Board and is
also on the reconstruction
committee. He would like to see
the Judicial Board work at its'
most effective potential.
The secretary position for
Judicial Board will be served by
Brenda Coleman.
Student Union Chairman will
be Marjorie Croxton. She was
Vice-Chairman last year and has
been involved with the Student
Union since her freshman year.
She started the dance marathon
here at Ixwigwood College. Mary
B. Ibanez will serve as secretry
and David Wall as treasurer of
the Student Union.
Vice President
of
the
Intramural Athletic Association

Food Survey To Be Taken
By MELODY CRAWLEY
ARA Food Services will be
taking a Food Preference Survey,
Wednesday, according to Gordon
H. Inge, Food Service Director.
Inge said that the Residence
Board would be in charge of the
survey. Forms will be distributed
by the Resident Assistants on
each dormitory hall.
Inge added that a survey had
just been taken last spring but
with the turn over in students, he
felt another one should be taken
now. "We are trying to react
positively to upgrade the menu,"
stated Inge "My door is always
open
to
problems
and
complaints."

The food service has made
approximately 21 changes in the
menu since Thanksgiving break.
Inge sighted such things as
serving soup at lunch, to "make
your own hoagie" lunch, and
Sunday night, soup, salad, and
sandwich bars as examples. He
said that the students should
begin noticing a lot of difference.
Later next semester the
service will also take a Dining
Service Survey. This will survey
such things as waitors and
waitresses and cleanliness of
plates and utensils.
Inge urged students to bring
their complaints to him and the
Dining Hall Committee.

will be served by Susan Towler,
who feels she can do a good job
due to her previous experience.
Kim Fuhr will serve as treasurer.
A runoff was held Monday,
December 3, to detrmine the
Chairman of Orientation. Can-

didates are Brenda Fettrow
and Cheryl Wilcox. Cindy Byrd
spoke in behalf of Brenda
Fettrow stating that she had
"good leadership abilities."
Cheryl Wilcox has had previous
experience working with large

TAMMY BIRD

SALLY LOWE

groups and a desire to help the
freshmen become acquainted
with college life at I-ongwood.
Election returns from the run-off
were not available at the time of
printing.

IJNDA WHEELER
Photoi by Mrlody Crawlry

Players To Present Breeht Play
By LINDA WHEELER

The Ix)ngwood Players and the
Department of Speech and
Dramatic Arts will once again
bring the stage in Jarman
Auditorium to life with their
production of "The Good Woman
of Setzuan," by Bertolt Breeht,
on December 5-8, at 8 p.m.
The story of the play centers
around Shen Te, played by Marie
Douillard, who is visited by three
gods, played by Susan Gift,
Frank Creasy, and Mark
Winecoff. The gods are searching
for someone good and they find
Shen Te, by way of Wong, the
water seller, played by George
Hughes.
As in most theatrical
endeavors, there is a touch of
romance to the play. Yang Sun,
portrayed by Randy Cook, is the
unemployed mail pilot, with
whom Shen Te falls in love with.
The mail pilot business falls
apart and with the help of his
mother, played by Ronda I,andis,
Yang Sun ends up being foreman
in the tobacco factory, owned by
Shen Te and managed by Mr.
Shui Ta, her evil counterpart.
Other people come and go
throughout the play and cause
problems for Shen Te. Such
characters are Mrs. Mi Tzu, an
influential real estate person,
Mrs. Shin, a meddlesome
Characters Marie Douillard (Shen Te) and Lisa Hughes (Mrs. curiosity seeker, Mr. Shu Fu, a
lecherous philanderer, and a
Shin) rehearse for opening night of "The Good Woman of Setzuan," family of eight all take their toll,
Wednesday.
photo by Mint L«»oon
in their own ways, on Shen Te.

The play itself is a combination
of both farcical situations and
serious moments. At times, one
would stop and wonder what the
purpose of all this was. The
purpose is summed up towards
the end of the play when Shen Te
says simply, "Help!" there is
nood and evil in all of us and
sometimes we all need help on
the way.
Dr. Patton Ix>ckwood, who is
the director of the play and the
composer of the music for the
show, has brought together , a

multi-talented cast that works
hard to achieve their ultimate
goal: a good performance
The set and the lightmc wa
designed by Richard (iambic.
I.ongwood's new technical
director. Mr. Gamble, as in the
past, will give the audiences in
Jarman something "pretty
nifty," an imaginative setting
which reflects the precarious
uncertainty of Shen Te's life. The
pla) is free with l/mgwood ID
and $2.50 for general admission
Curtain time is 8 p.m.

Student Hoard
Mew her Proposed
The
Virginia
National
I democratic Caucus has endorsed
a plan which would place a voting
student member on the Boards of
Visitors of Virginia's state
supported
colleges
and
universities.
By
their
endorsement
the
VNIM
committed themselves
to
lobbying in favor of the proposal
in the upcoming session of the
General Assembly.
Daniel S. Alcorn, ViceChairman of the VNDC explained
that board members would
appreciate having within their
ranks a source for information on
student needs and opinions.
"The plan we favor would add
one member to each board and

allow the student governments at
each school to determine the
method for selecting the
representative", he added He
pointed out that Virginia
Governors have appointed recent
graduates to governing boards in
the past, but criticized these
appointments as "political payoffs which may or may not result
in the concerns of the students
being represented." The UVA
student Council has already
endorsed the student board
member idea.
Alcorn asserts that the students
should not be picked by the
governor and that, "He or she
should be an enrolled student who
can fairly represent the current
student body."
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The Start Of Christmas
By DEBRA CUNNINGHAM
One of the first things to occur
at I,ongwood to signify that
Christmas is coming is the
election of the Freshman
Christmas Elves. The election of
the Elves here at Ixmgwood is an
old tradition that was originally
sponsored by the YWCA. After
the YWCA disbanded the
Freshman class took over the
running of this tradition. This is a
v ery special and unique tradition.
It serves to start to get the
student body into the Christmas
spirit even when you are studying

for exams and working on other
projects. Twelve Elves from the
Freshman class plus the class
president are elected Christmas
Elves. This is a true honor to be
elected an Elf.
This
year's
Freshman
Christmas Elves are: Nick Ciucci
(head elf), John Todd, Ross
Conner, Mary Ball, Ilona Wilson,
Kim Zackery, Dean I^akey,
Trottman Simpson, Mark Moran,
Minday McDonald, Winona
Baynes, Michelle Lewis and
Marie Douillard.
The Elves are kept busy

Painter Receives
ROTC Honor
Lynn Painter, a I>ongwood
College sophomore, has been
awarded a three-year Army
ROTC scholarship.
The scholarship will pay all
purely educational expenses,
including
tuition,
books,
classroom
supplies,
and
laboratory fees, for the
remaining three years of M-ss
Painter's college career. In
addition, she will receive a
$100 per month subsistence
allowance for up to ten months of
each academic year.
Factors considered in the
.election
of
scholarship
recipients include overall
icademic achievement and
leadership abilities displayed in
extra-curricular activities in both
high school and college. Miss
Painter's academic average at
I -ongwood is 3.82 out of a possible
4.0
The selection process was
initiated here last February when
Miss Painter appeared before
a Scholarship Review Board,
consisting of two military
representatives (Colonel George
N. Ivey, professor of military
science at the University of
Richmond, and Major Walter R.

Sullivan, director of I>ongwood's
military science program), two
Longwood faculty members
(John E. Arehart, assistant
professor of education, and Mary
Virginia Mitchell, assistant
professor of art), and one senior
ROTC student from the
University of Richmond.
Upon recommendation of the
review board, her scholarship
application was submitted to
headquarters, U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command
at Fort Monroe, Va., which
receives
and
processes
scholarship applications from
throughout the country.
A total of 110 women
scholarship recipients were
chosen from among the 305 who
made application. In addition, 662
scholarships were awarded to
male students, chosen from
among 1,126 applicants.
Miss Painter, is majoring in
chemistry. After completing her
studies at IiOngwood, she hopes to
be admitted to a dental school.
Upon completion of her
education, Miss Painter will
serve four years in the U.S.
Army, commissioned as a second
lieutenant.

Colloquium Features
Dr. Smith
The second Faculty Colloquium
I ecture of the year was given by
Dr. Edward I). Smith on
Wednesday, November 28, in
Wygal.
The lecture, a discussion on the
mj steries of the human memory,
was entitled "Search Processes
in Memory: Models and Magic."
Dr, Smith, who is assistant
professor of psychology at
longwood, states that recent
theories hold that we may never
really lose anything from
memory.
"Forgetting
is
conceptualized as a retrieval
problem," he says.
This view has led to a ureat
deal of research in recent years
on "retrieval or search processes

in short-term and long-term
memory." Dr. Smith discussed
findings from this research and
the effects it has on different
learning processes.
Dr. Smith holds the B. A. degree
trom Heidelberg College, the
MA. from the University of
Hawaii, and the Ph.D. from Kent
State University. He joined the
1-ongwood faculty in 1971.
The longwood (College Faculty
colloquium, established in 1973, is
a lecture series which provides
opportunity for members of the
college's own faculty to share
their original research and
special studies with colleagues,
students, and the public.

"Gifts That Are Different'
SHOP WITH
LANSCOTT'S
FOR CHRISTMAS.

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
408 High Street Farmville, Va.
OPEN MON. SAT. 9AM 5PM

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY MORNING

promoting Christmas spirit
through such activities as the
Christmas Parade (Sun., Dec. 2,
at 2:00 p.m.). On Monday, Dec. 3,
at 4:30 they decorate the
Christmas tree in the Rotunda
and at 7:30 they will decorate tree
in ABC Rooms. On Tuesday, Dec.
4, from 12:00-6:00 they will be at
the CHI Crafts Sale, at 6:30 they
will visit HOlly Manor Nursing
Home, and from 5:(KV6:00 they
will be singing in the Rotunda. On
Wednesday, Dec. 5, at 10:30 a.m.
thev will be at the Nursery
(Campus school) to decorate
Christmas Tree. At 1:30 they visit
Campus School, and from 5:006:00 they will sing around the
Christmas Tree. On Thursday,
Dec. 6, at 5:00 p.m. "Twining of
the Greens," and at 7:30 there
will be Elf Skit in the Gold Room;
where the Senior Madonna will be
presented. At 8:45 there will be
the Judging of Door Decorations.
On Friday, Dec. 7, at 5:00 p.m.
there will be the "Shower of
Pennies"—be sure to bring your
pennies! From 5:006:00 there
will be singing around the
Christmas Tree.
These events are a great time
for students to show their love
and spirit of Christmas. Become
involved and show you care about
the feelings of others. Although
we should do this year round
Christmas seems to be the best
time for most people to do this.
Have a Merry Christmas and
show you care!!!

Photo by Tom Cole

Measell Joins
Growing Dept.

By TOM COLE
in Economics, he co-sponsors the
Due to the growth and I/ongwood chapter of Phi Beta
popularity of the business lambda. Measell also serves
department at Longwood, with his wife as patron to the Zeta
several new instructors have Tau Alpha Social Sorority.
joined the faculty of the program,
When asked why he chose
Richard F. Measell is one of these I/ongwood, he replied "I was
looking for a place with an
new academicians
Measell brings an impressive excellent student faculty rapport,
background to the Ix)ngwood and I believe that I have found it
campus. Included is an here at Ix>ngwood."
"I believe that Longwood
undergraduate degree from
Furman University. He also should offer more classes in
completed work in two academic- Economics, possibly even a
areas in the Master's Program at concentration or a minor
the University of Maryland, program," he further explained.
receiving a Master's in History
Measell has brought some
and one in Economics. He has youth and vitality to the business
begun his doctoral work, also at department here at IiOngwood
By DEBORAH HARRISON
while coupling his sense of humor
the University of Maryland.
and REBECCA WILLIAMS
Measell is very active. In with his lectures. He is being
Do you know where the addition to teaching four classes received very well in his classes.
ACTION is? Well, the action on
the IiOngwood College campus
and off is generated by the TRO.
Talk
about
busy...The
Therapeutic Recreation
Organization has been busy
planning projects for the coming
year. Some of the activities
planned include: the organizing
By ANNE IMRIE
economy.
of a Christmas party for the
Phi Beta lambda, the business
Phi Beta lambda is planning a
people participating in the READ fraternity, is proud to announce a variety of activities for the
(Recreational Experience at membership of 70 students! The business students. Watch for
Longwood) Program; the organization is currently in full publicity concerning the cabin
organizing of the First Special swing and the year promises to party, speakers, Thanksgiving
Olympics Program ever to be be a busy one for us.
care package, seminar with
held in Prince Edward County;
On October 18, they held the FBLA from an area high school,
helping to organize the installation of the 1979-1980 and MD Dance-a-thon.
Superdance for Muscular officers: President — Beverly
On December 6, they are
Dystrophy; the organizing of a Lewis; Vice President — David sponsoring a speaker, Dr. James
trip to Richmond to see a Daussin; Secretary — Robyn Kimball, of VEPCO. He will
wheelchair basketball game; the Black; Treasurer — Cindy speak
on
Government
organizing of an Adaptive Weeks. Faculty advisors are Mr. Regulations in the Utility
Acquatics Workshop to be held Dickens and Mr. Measell. During Industry at 7:30 p.m. in Jeffers
this spring; and the planning of a Oktoberfest, they sold Pink Auditorium. The public is invited.
Therapeutic
Recreation Panther, Tweety Bird, etc.
If you are a business majorOrganization Banquet for all T.R. plaques very successfully. On minor and are interested in
majors.
October 30, they had a luncheon becoming a member of Phi Beta
TRO was formed to promote with a speaker for the lambda, please come to the
and develop an interest and membership and the business meetings for information.
understanding of therapeutic and
economics
faculty. General meetings are the second
recreation within the college, November 15, John McCanless and fourth Thursdays of every
community, and state. In order to gave an informal talk on current month at 6:30 p.m., in Room 306
be a member one must have interest and its effect on the Ruffner.
declared therapeutic recreation
as his-her major or profession.
The advisor for TRO is Frank
Brasile and the officers are:
Chairman-Deborah
Harrison;
Vice-Chairman-Dawn Legg;
Secretary-Astrid Newman; and
Treasurer-Stacy Southwick.
2 Color Portraits - Mounted
Officers
appointed
are:
While You Wait...$7.*>
Historian-Jackie Steer and
Reporter-Rebecca Williams. The
A PERFECT GIFT
Student-Faculty representatives
THIS CHRISTMAS!
are: Freshman-Aleace Bryant;
Sophomore-Debbie Spencer;
Junior-Michelle Smith; SeniorDawn Legg.
To find out more about TRO
and the action of being involved,
come to the next meeting. The
119 N. Main St.. Farmvllla. Va. 392 8710
meeting will be December 4, at 7
p.m. in the Honor Council Room
in I^ankford.

TRO Plans

Phi Beta Lambda
Officers Installed

INSTANT MINI-PORTRAITS

ROBERT T. FORE
PHOTOGRAPHY

Performance Of Warmth
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And Enjoyment
Ixist Wednesday evening in the throughout her performance. The
Gold Room, a crowd of about 70 audience was at times humored
students gathered to see and hear and at times touched by her
Ix)uise Dimiceli and her bass music. Her songs had a personal
touch allowing the listeners to
cello player Peter Deekman.
Ix)uise is a very enthusiastic feel the beauty and sentiment of
performer who has creatively each. Her attempt to amuse and
delved into her experiences and relate her songs to her audience
into her music. Her energy and was well done and most
enjoyment
is
conveyed enjoyable.

Her talent was evident
throughout the concert. Her voice
and guitar were in perfect sync.
Having been a voice major in
college, she was able to develop
her projection and range, which
she beautifully displayed in her
opening song, "Moondance,"
written by Van Morrison. Most of
the 15 songs that she sang were
written by herself, with the
exception of a few.
Miss Dimiceli hails from
Chicago. She enjoys in all
seriousness, . . . well, forget the
seriousness. Her enjoyment of
life is enhanced by such things as
ice cream, cattle with stripes,
playing her lips, rubber fish,
drive-ins, underwater maneuvers
on the first date, and anything
that makes an Italian say, "Oh,
Wow!"
Peter, her tremendously
versatile bass player, is from
Madison, Wisconsin. The two
have been playing together since
last April.
Louise is a gifted singer who
left an audience with warm
applause and comfortable
smiles.

Girl Scouts
Organize Here
An evening of warm entertainment as Louise Dimiceli sang of
melting ice cream to melting emotions.

By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The Campus Girl Scouts is a
fairly new campus organization.
Unlike the Girl Scouts for
younger girls, this group is for
the college students who wish to
be a part of scouting.
Since their formation last year,
the Campus Girl Scouts functions
have included the sale of Girl
else in the world. The film, by the Scout cookies, calendars, and
anthropological film maker John holding a pa jamboree for 60 girls
Marshall, emphasizes the quest from junior and cadette troops of
for food in the harsh desert Farmville and Cumberland.
environment of the Kung. The
Other events include a Brownie
climax of the film is a thirteen- Day December 1, cookie sales,
day chase after a giraffe is helping at the Muscular
wounded by a poison arrow.
Dystrophy Marathon and another
All films in the Anthropology pajamboree next semester.
Film Series are free. A brief
The group has grown from four
introduction to the film and the to 11 members, some of whom
Kung Bushmen will be given have been past scouts and others
before the film is shown. The who were never involved with
entire program will be completed scouting. The group has neither
by about 9 p.m. Students and uniforms, nor a scout leader. Any
faculty of Ixmgwood College and one is invited to join the Campus
the general public are invited to Girl Scouts. Interested persons
attend.
may contact Jennifer Inman at
913 Curry.
Photo by Melody Crawlty

Series Screens Film
On Giraffe Hunt
The third in an Anthropological
Film Series sponsored by the
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology will be shown,
Tuesday, December 4, at 7:30
p.m. in Bedford Auditorium. The
film is entitled "The Hunters."
This is a film study of the
culture of the Kung Bushmen of
the Kalahari Desert of southern
Africa. The Kung are one of the
few hunting and gathering
cultures of the contemporary
world. They are also unique
linguistically in that the velar
clicking
sounds
which
characterize their language —
Khoisan — are found nowhere

Couture Researches
Evening Planned

Powhatan History
"A History of Powhatan
County," researched and written
by Richard T. Couture, assistant
professor of history at I-ongwood
College, has just been published
by the Powhatan Historical
Society.
A two-year project for Couture,
the comprehensive history
includes information on the
county's founding fathers,
business and industry, education,
politics beginning with the
boundary settlements that
formed the county, black history
from 1770-1970, Jefferson
landing (the once prosperous
town on the James River that is
now deserted), crime in the
county, roads, ferries, railroads,
and bridges.
The history begins with the
Monocan Indians and the first
English settlers. A chapter is

devoted to the Huguenots who
came to Virginia in search of the
religious freedom denied them in
France.
The
American
Revolution, the Civil War and
Reconstruction, as they affected
Powhatan County and its people,
are also discussed.
Persons interested in obtaining
a copy of the history may contact
Mrs. E.C. Bolte, P.O. Box 293,
Powhatan, Va. 23139, telephone
598-3052.
A native Virginian, Couture
grew up in Portsmouth. He holds
the A.B. degree from the College
of William and Mary and the
M.A. from the University of
Virginia. A member of the
Longwood faculty since 1966, he
teaches courses on Georgian and
Victorian England, American
Colonial history, and Virginia
history.

By JOAN CRUMPTON
On December 7, 8, and 9
Blackwell Dining Hall will once
again be clothed in the festivities
of 15th century England. The
Renaissance Dinner is presented
by the Camerata Singers. Dr.
Ixmard E. Egbert portrays the
Lord of Misrule, director of the
evenings entertainment and Joy
Pague is the court jester.
Dances
include
the
"Candlestick" and "Hay Branl."
Some traditional music for the
evening will be "Torches
Torches" for the lighting of the
candles and "Boar's Head Carol"
which accompanies the boar's
head processional.
The dinner consists of Roast
beef (a substitute for the roast
boar of olden days), winter
vegetables, Yorkshire pudding,
fresh fruit, wassail and hot wine
punch with figgy pudding for
dessert.

Bill Haymes will provide an informal evening of music and fun as
he performs in the Snack Bar, December 7,8 and 9 at 8 p.m.

Art Displays Feature Milton
By CHRIS VOGEL
A collection of twenty-one
etchings by Peter Milton, based
on Henry James' Jolly Corner
are now being exhibited in the
I Lancaster Library Gallery.
The images created by Milton
for this suite are based on
photographs
Milton
has
collected, and are put together in
a collage-montage fashion.
Milton hand draws these images,
and photoetches them onto
copper plates, which are
permanently etched in acid baths
to create a permanent printing
plate. The twenty-one print series
took two years to complete.
An article accompanying the
exhibit states that The Jolly
Corner Suite is not about
instances in the story, but rather
the underlying themes that
concerned James, as well as
Milton's own feelings about the
story.
Many of the images are
repeated over many of the
etchings. These include men
engaged in construction, a nude
woman, stairwells, prominent

looking men, angels, and
animals.
The exhibit will remain in the
library gallery until December
11. It may be seen during library
hours.
There is also a collection of
works by Rebecca Ison, a senior
Art Major now on display at the
Showcase Gallery, in the
I«tnkford Reading Rooms.
Rebecca Ison's works show a
variety of mediums. Included in
the collection are a number of
prints, some pencil drawings,
charcoal drawings, and a
painting.
Subjects for her works vary,
but many of them convey a
fantasy quality. This is
particularly evident in her
Mountain of Mystery and her
Dragons drawings. The trees in
two of her drawings have an eerie
feeling about them. Other
subjects she employs include tin
bathroom sink, a dog, a Chinese
sage, some human figures, and
an abstract.
The exhibit will remain in the
Showcase
Gallcn
until
December 8.

Alpha Sigma Phi Receives Charter
By CHUCK COLE
The Alpha Zeta Colony of Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity received
its official colonization charter
from Evin C. Varner at its
Colonization
Banquet
on
December 2. Forty Guests
witnessed the ceremony, which
took place in the Prince Edward
Room.
Colony President Chuck Cole,
who emceed the affair, accepted
the Colony Charter from Varner,
who is a member of the Grand
Council of the Fraternity.
Three new members joined the
ranks of the colony in the
pledging ceremony which took
place after the banquet. Chris
Conner, Ross Conner, and Wilson
White joined Alpha Sigma Phi.

The colony, currently 15
members strong, received colon)
status after only two months. The
members are engaged in several
projects currently, including
sponsoring Miss Jane Bruce for
the Miss I-ongwood Pageant.
National Fraternity
Representatives Jeff Hoffman,
Rob Sheehan, and Evin Varner
attended the banquet. The
membership of the colony
received pledge certificates. The
members are Chuck Cole, Tom
Cole, Paige Tilghman, John
Trout, Mark Winecoff, Randy
Cook, Wilson White, Chris
Conner, Ross Conner, Wayne
Moore, Jack Barker, Bob
I>emuix, Jeff Sledjeski, Steve
Seal ski. Steve Myers was absent.
Dave Schanic is Colony Advisor.
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Your Turn
Judicial Board

<u
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I o the Student Body —
The members of Judicial Board
feel that it is necessary to write
this article to reassure the
student body that we still exist
and will continue to enforce the
Honor Code in spite of the recent
resignation of our Chairman. The
Board has undergone a
rcshuffeling of Officers. The
acting Chairman for the
remainder of the semester will be
Sally Ix)we. Keith Moore will
continue as Vice Chairman and
Head
Investigator.
The
secretary's position will be filled
by Board members when needed.
In case of violators of the Honor
Code people are to call Keith
Moore, 2-9398, to report the
violation. Sally Ixwe will act as
the chairman and will run the
trial proceeding. All Board
members will be involved on a
rotating basis to conduct
investigations.
The board would like to thank
the student body for its support
during this period of turbulence
and we look forward to serving
you for the remainder of the
semester.
Keith Moore
Vice Chairman,
Judicial Board
Judicial Board Searches
Effective immediately,
whenever Judicial Board
investigators receive permission
to search a room or area, the
Campus Police will accompany
investigators into the room and
will assist in control of traffic to
and from the room or in the

immediate vicinity; will act to
prevent verbal or physical abuse,
intimidation or interference with
Judicial procedures. Campus
Police will not participate in the
search.
The Dean of
Students Office

Student IWm
Both so close — yet...
Theirs was one of the heart
chosen at different times
The love each had for the other
never met, never entwined
Both so close — two, so far

This feeling never shared to the
same amount, to the same
degree.
Only to hope that some day,
one day
mutual longings would
agree.
Both so close —

Choosing never is easy
neither is it very clear
I'll let him go,
decide for himself what is
most dear
— two, so far.
vlg

Commentary

Stated power is deteriorating. participate in actions such as
People are shouting to use kidnapping or blackmailing.
militant force, to take harsher Hence, just because the U.S. has
action, and to result to war, but not taken stronger action against
do the people realize how these crimes does not make our
disastrous these hasty actions nation weak. Each should try to
see the importance of viewing the
could be?
Of course, it would be issue at hand over and over
unprecedented
for
any again, diligently and as
government to support or cautiously as possible until the
best option is derived.
Is war our best option? Think
about
it...not forty-nine lives, but
GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS! ! !
millions upon millions of
lives... bloodshed.. .destruction
and total disaster. Is this what we
as Americans want? Will war
solve the problem? I^et us let this
be an exercise of International
As Christmas draws near, a lot of us will be heading downtown in whatever
I.aw to illustrate what real power
spare time we can find to buy a few of those Christmas presents. What would we
is derived through peaceful
do if the merchants refused to take checks from Longwood College students?
means. Let us as a nation
According to a recent survey done by members of the Legislative Board,
"pursue the situation" as Carter
puts
it,
"with
grim
there is an increase in bad checks being passed to local merchants by students
determination" and only if the
here. There are also a lot of students who never even try to balance their
hostages are harmed are we then
accounts and then there are others who do not know how.
to accept the harsher of the
options.
The Student Government Association hoped to help these students at their
No, No! The United State's
Bad Check Seminar last week. Students working on this seminar spent a lot of
Power has not declined abroad.
time in preparation for it. Banners were put up in the Dining Hall and Flyers
According to our President, the
United States is strongest
tacked up all over campus publicizing it,but no one seemed to care to show up.
militantly, politically,
Well, almost no one! Dr. Cristo had been invited to speak at the seminar. He
economically and in his opinion
showed up and at 7 p.m. when the seminar was to start, four people were there
as well as my own, ethically.
As Carter sees it, "Our country
including him. So — it was cancelled. A few people came in after 7 p.m., but it
is
strong with ourselves." We are
was too late then.
not getting weaker, but we as a
The SGA had also gone to a lot of trouble to run off handouts on "How to keep
nation, unified, are getting
a healthy bank account." It included five easy steps to balance your check book.
stronger.
Is strength or power a question
It also included five other steps to follow if your balance does not correspond with
of dominance? Dominance is not
the bank balance: 1) Check your subtraction-addition carefully, 2) Make sure
the answer to strength.
you have all fees and accounted for your outstanding checks, 3) Cry and ask your
Dominance is the killer. A
nation will only lose its power
roommate for help, 4) Go to your bank, and 5) Keep an accurate ledger.
when dominance becomes the
The step number three is what a lot of students are going to do when local
groundwork by which a
merchants refuse to take student checks. Some merchants have already gone to
government builds its frame.
Shall we as a people become
the policy of making students have check cashing cards from their particular
architects that use dominance as
store.
our tool? No, we as Americans,
Its a problem that needs to be delt with. The SGA has tried. It's all up to the
proud Americans, should become
students, now!
architects that build our
foundations with sturdier
MCC
"Peaces."
By DONNASTEPHENS
Is the United States' Power
declining abroad? After having
forty-nine American Hostages
kidnapped and held for twentyfive days by the Iranians in the
American Embassy in Iran, the
American people must feel that
since the United States has not
acted forcibly that the United
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Breil, McCombs Amend Foundation Courses
By DONNA STEPHENS
Two Longwood Professors
were selected to attend the
National Science Foundation
Chantauqua-Type Short Courses
in
Maryland.
The
two
participants were Dr. David A.
Breil who teaches morphology,
Ecology and Botany; and Dr.
Freda S. McCombs who teaches
elementary science and Methods

at I>ongwood.
According to the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, the NSF ChantauguaType Short Courses are an annual
series of forums throughout the
U.S. in which scholars at the
frontiers of various sciences
meet with the undergraduate
college teachers of science
intensively for tour days, two

days in the fall and two days in
the spring. Between this period,
participants are to work on an
interim project relating to the
course.
Dr. David A. Breil who
attended the University of
Massachusetts and Florida State
University graduating with a B.S.
degree in Geology and a M. A. and
Ph.D. in Botany, was awarded a

New Judicial Board Policy
Judicial Board
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Class Representative
3 seniors
3 juniors
3 sophomores
2 freshmen

^»

Investigative Committee for
Honor Code Violations
Composition:
1 senior
1 junior
1 sophomore
1 freshman

Investigative Committee for
College Violations
Composition:
2 seniors
2 juniors
2 sophomores
3 administrative
staff members

grant from NSF to attend the
course on the Reproductive
Biology of the Flowering Plants.
The course was taught by the
author of The story of Pollination
Dr. Bastiaan J.D. Meeuse of the
Department of Botany at the
University of Washington.
In reference to Dr. Meeuses
assessment of the course, the
objective was to aid the
participants in seeing the various
aspects of Pollination. Attention
was given to Pollination, the
pollinators, and the latters'
behavioral and physiological
characteristics. There were
eighteen participants from the
Eastern Coastal Regions other
than Dr. Breil.
The other Longwood Faculty
participant was Dr. Freda S.
McCombs who attended Salem
College and the University of
North Carolina graduating with a
B.S. degree in Biology and
Chemistry, and Ed. D. degree in
Science Education.
Dr. McCombs attended the
course on Energy and SocietyConcepts
and
Teaching
Strategies. The course was
taught by two professor Dr.

Michael Fiasca of the School of
Education and Dr. George
Isongas of the Department of
Engineering and Applied Science
at Portland State University.
According to these two men,
the purpose of the course was to
explore the energy problem. The
course examined the specifics of
U.S. and World energy
requirements and usage, energy
resources, energy conservation,
technologies, policies, and future
energy scenarios. There were
twenty-four participants also
from the Eastern Coastal Region.
After reading the course, both
professors make comments
about their experience. Dr. Breil
said, "Their courses are
extremely valuable for science
teachers because the effect of the
courses is very similar to
recertification in Reaching. They
serve as an updating or renewing
process."
Dr. McCombs remarked, "The
thing that was unique about the
course I took was that this was
the first time the National
science
Foundation
had
sponsored an education-oriented
course. It was excellent!"

Yule Concert Presented
By Singers

(Editor's Note: The following Judicial Board policy has been approved on a trial basis for one
year beginning January 1, 1980. All students will receive copies to insert in their handbook next
semester. According to Dean Mary A. Heintz this policy has been restructured into handbook form
from the proposal submitted.)
Investigative committee's sole responsibility is to investigate and present evidence in reported
violations of the Honor Code and College Regulations.
Honor Code Committee: (lying, cheating, plagiarism, stealing) Students shall report violations
of the Honor Code to the coordinator of the Investigative Committee for Honor Code Violations.
College Violations Committee: (vandalism, physical abuse, threats, descriptive conduct, interference with judicial procedures, repeated and-or serious violations of college regulations, narcotics) Violations will be reported to the coordinator of the College Violations Investigative Committee.
Elections
1. The Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary of Judicial Board shall be elected by the student
body during major-minor elections.
2. The Judicial Board class representatives and class representatives on the investigative
committees shall be elected by the classes during class elections.
3. Administrative staff members will be appointed by the President to serve on the investigative
committee for College Violations of Judicial Board.
4. The investigative committees shall select one member to serve as coordinator for the
respective committee.
Responsibilities
Judicial Board:
1. To hear all Judicial violations of the Honor Code and college regulations.
2. To render a decision on the innocence or guilt of the accused student.
3. To recommend a penalty in cases where a determination of guilt has been made.
4. To follow the procedures for judicial hearings as prescribed by college policy and published in
the Handbook for Students.
.,
._
... ,
. , .
* »■._
To send representatives of the Judicial Board to Appeal Committee hearings to present the
case to the committee. These representatives will be the Chairman and Vice Chairman except when
alternates have been in charge of the hearing.
6. To notify the student as to the findings of the Judicial Board. This is done by the chairman and
an adviser.
Investigative Committees:
1. To select a coordinator for the committee.
2. To participate in training programs for investigators.
3. To assign, through the coordinator and on a rotating basis, two investigators to investigate
each case reported.
4. To determine whether or not a case should be heard by Judicial Board. This step is carried out
by the two investigators on a particular case in consultation with a Judicial Board adviser, if
necessary.
5. To piesent all evidence from the preliminary investigation to Judicial Board during the
hearing as witnesses for Judicial Board.
6. To determine what witnesses should be called by Judicial Board from information gathered
during the preliminary investigation and notify Judicial Board as to their names and kind of
testimony each has to present. Judicial Board will call these witnesses to the hearing.
7. To present all evidence from the preliminary investigation and Judicial Board hearing to the
Appeal committee should an appeal hearing be scheduled.
8. Members of the investigative committees do not remain in the hearing room during
deliberations nor vote as Judicial Board members.
Searches
When investigators are called to investigate a case which involves a search, one of the two investigators shall call the President for permission to search. One administrative staff member appointed by the President and the Campus Police shall be notified if permission to search is granted. Generally, narcotics cases will require two representatives from the Investigative Committee for
College Violations, an administrative staff member and two Campus Police to be present during a
search. The two investigators conduct the search while the other persons control the traffic to and
from the room or rooms and prevent harassment, intimidation or interference during the search. At
times, it may be necessary to regulate traffic or conduct in the hall.There may be searches for other
violations which will require the presence of all representatives. This would be determined by the
President or his representative when permission to search is given.

By SHARON JANOVICH
"Silent Night, Holy Night, All is
calm, All is bright" ... the aura
of this Christmas melody reigned
supreme in this year's Christmas
Choral Concert. The Melodic
voices of the Camerata Singers
and the Concert Choir floated
through the Farmville Baptist
Church on December 2, at 7:30
p.m.
The program was initiated by
the
Camerata
Singers
performing the "Fanfare For
Christmas," by Ron Nelson, "0
Magnum Mysterium," by
Vittoria and "Sing Noel": a 15th
century French carol.
The Concert Choir followed
with "The Angels and the
Shepherds" by Kodaly, "So
Deep" and "Fallen leaves" by
Persichetti; with Ix)la Shartzer

qn flute and Kristin Holberg on
xylophone. The Persichetti
pieces were followed by
"Dancing Day" by John Rutter.
The Camerata Singers again
appeared performing "The
Twelve Days of Christmas,"
"There is No Kose of Such
Virtue" by John Jonbert and
"Christmas Day" by Gustar
Hoist. The Concert Choir then
filed out in the aisles to initiate
the Congregational Carol, Sing
and Candlelighting, upon which
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing,"
"O Little Town of Bethlehem,"
"Joy to the World" and "Silent
Night" was sung.
The Congregational Sing was
followed by the (anieratas
performance of "E'en So I-ord
Jesus, Quickly Come" by Paul
Manz.

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
MAY BE ORDERED
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5
10-5, in The Rotunda

DECEMBER SCHEDULE
OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
SEMINARS— (December Graduates, Seniors and Interested
Students)
Tuesday, December 4 — Job-Search Strategies, 12:45 in
Hiner, Room 341. A video tape will be shown followed by
discussion, questions and answers.
Tuesday, December 11 — Writing Resumes, Letters, and
Preparing for Interviews, 12:45 in West Ruffner, Room 120.
EMPLOYER RECRUITING
Wednesday, December 5 — Roanoke County Schools
Thursday, December 6 — York County Schools; Hope well
City Schools; Henrico County Schools.
Sign up in Office of Career Planning and Placement.
Interviews will be held in Placement area — 2nd Floor South
Ruffner.
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Leonard, Fettrow
Sharp Weekly Honor

Gymnast Show Strength
In Meet
Some of the East Coast's finest
gymnasts will be on hand
Saturday afternoon in French
Gymnasium when the Lady
lancer gymnastics team hosts a
United States Gymnastics
Federation meet for advanced
and private club gymnasts in
Virginia and Maryland.
The competition, which gets
underway at 2:00, is designed for
competitors aged 8-20. Among the
competing teams wiU be
Gymnastics Inc. (Hampton),
()lympiad (Richmond), the Royal
T's (Crofton, Maryland) and the
Hebounders (Timonium,
Maryland).
Spectators will be treated to
performances by some of the
country's finest gymnasts. Top
floor 18.21.
Margie Fanton was second in individual talents include:
vaulting 18.05), and third in beam Francie Eisenbrandt, 13, of the
Kathy Idelson goes from a two leg hand stand into a bent leg
Kebounders who won first place
I7.8I and floor (7.95).
Shelia Gould was second in in all-around in the German straddle down on the beam.
Photo by HokeCurrie
(Continued from Page 8)
beam with a 7.9.
The Ixmgwood gymnasts had a
strong performance Saturday
night against Western Carolina
University winning the meet
123.2-101.9.
Freshman Sharon Pillow was
first in the All Around
competition with a score of 33.5.
U>ngwood also captured second
and third places in All Around.
Kathv Idelson was second with a
32.3 and Shelia Gould had a 28.6
for third.
Pillow had the highest score of
the meet with an 8.9 in vaulting.
She also was first in bars (8.5)
and floor 18.3t and third on beam
.7.8 i
Idelson was first on the beam
18.2), second on bars f8.2) and

Cook, Pillow
Top Players

(irapplers Face Tough
Opponents
By SPORTS INFORMATION
and FRANK CREASEY
Ixmgwood's
young
and
inexperienced wrestlers ran into
some stiff competition in the
James Madison Takedown
Tournament jn Harrisonburg
Saturday, Nov. 17, but coach
Nelson Neal was pleased with his
team's performance despite the
fact that no lancer placed among
the top four in any weight class.
Mark Moreno (Norfolk) and
Garry Ferris (Moneta) each won
one match in the 142-pound class,
but were the only lancers to take
a victory. The tournament,
strictly
an
individual
competition, featured wrestling
with takedowns only and no
grappling on the mat. Ixmgwood
wrestlers competed against foes
from big schools like James
Madison, Towson State. George
Washington and Richmond.
Considering the competition, I
felt really goo'd about our
performance," said Neal. "I
could see a big improvement over
last year at this time. We still

have several wrestlers who are
new to the sport, but even some of
them looked good at James
Madison."
Ten I oncers competed in the
unofficial tourney, which had a
field of 11 teams and 139
wrestlers.
The Ixmgwood wrestling team
started its season on a
disappointing note last Thursday.
In a triangular match, the
I oncers were shut out by the
University of Richmond to the
tune of 56-0, and were also
soundly defeated by Lynchburg
53-3.
Terry
Howell
provided
Longwood's only score by
decisioning his Lynchburg
opponent. Experience proved to
be the key factor in both losses,
as the lancers used a freshmanstudded lineup in both matches.
Now 0-2 in duals, the Ixmgwood
grapplers take to the mats again
on Wednesday with a home
match against Washington & I^ee.
Then on Friday the I oncers host
archrival Hampden-Sydney.

By CHUCK COLE

Mrs. Roland E. Cook of Salem.
Freshman Sharon Pillow
(Richmond), who led the
Ix)ngwood gymnastics team to a
second place finish in the Georgia
College Invitational November 1,
has been chosen as the Longwood
College Player of the Week of
November 26.
Pillow, competing in her first
meet as a collegian, took first
place in the balance beam and
uneven bars with scores of 8.55
and 7.75, respectively. Her
combined score of 31.8 also
earned the all-around title for the
meet.
Pillow received strong praise
from coach Ruth Budd.
"Although Sharon is not new to
competition, this was her first
collegiate meet," said Budd.
Conditions in Georgia were very
chaotic, with a tremendous
amount of noise during the meet.
Sharon did a super job of
maintaining her composure,
especially on the beam where
concentration is so crucial."
The talented gymnast brings a
wealth of experience to the
Longwood
squad.
Pillow
competed for the John Randolph
Tucker High School gymnastics
team in her freshman and
sophomore years at the school.
She was named Most Valuable
Gymnast both years and was the
district champion and regional
runner-up in her sophomore year.
She also competed for the
Richmond Olympiad, placing
sixth in all-around in the United
States Gymnastics Federation
state meet in her senior year. She
also qualified for the USGF
Regionals and Eastern Nationals
in her senior year.
Pillow is a Physical Education
major who enjoys swimming and
diving in addition to gymnastics.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G.W. Pillow of Richmond.

Senior co-captain Meg Cook
(Salem), who led the Longwood
women's volleyball team to a
fourth place finish in the VAIAW
State Division III volleyball
tournament November 9-10, has
been chosen as the Longwood
College Player of the Week of
November 19.
Cook, who made the Division
III All-Tournament team along
with fellow co-captain Cindy
Thomas (Buchanan), received
strong praise from coach Carolyn
Callaway.
"Meg
had
a
great
tournament," said Callaway,
"but she was at her best in our
quarter-final
game
with
Lynchburg. We were trailing 1014 after losing the first game, but
thanks to Meg's leadership and
skill we won 16-14 and went on to
beat Lynchburg 15-0 in the next
game and win the match.
"Meg kept the team morale up
and was determined to play the
best she has played all year—and
she did," the coach continued.
* * HI
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"In the four matches we won at
.>■
kaA,
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the tournament, Meg served a
total of 17 points. When she was at
the net, Meg put away (points)
two out of every three balls she
ft
got."
A four-year starter at
fa.!
Ix)ngwood, Cook had a star.
L
studded athletic career at
Andrew Lewis High School.
Captain of the school's volleyball
tf
and basketball teams, Meg was
1 \
1 > \ *.
named All-District in Basketball
ft
' and team MVP in volleyball. She
A
also played on the state champion
¥ Pi
softball team in 1977.
The senior physical education
major was also named as
Name
Wt.
Class
Wt. class
Ht.
1/ongwood's Player of the Week
Tom Boiling
195
So.
6'
190
last season for her exploits on the
BobCarlin
So.
181
177
ST'
volleyball court.
Roy Carswell
57"
150
So.
150
Meg is the daughter of Mr. and
Kurt Coffield
So.
5'8"
140
134
Dave Crute
Jr.
220
5'11"
HWT
Garry Ferris
150
Jr.
57V
142
Terry Howell
Jr.
5'10"
170
158-167
Aubrey Huffma n
So.
160
5'9"
150
Bobby Hulsey
Jr.
5'8"
130
127
Bill Klink
195
So.
5'9"
177-190
Bring your favorite snapshot, portrait or any other
Chuck Meek
Fr.
5W
146
134-142
picture and have it made into a poster.
Mike Mercil
Jr.
160
6'
150
Mark Moreno
So.
148
142
IV
Tim Myers
57"
135
Fr.
129-134
ROBERT T. FORE PHOTOGRAPHY
Ed Russell
5'9V
214
Fr.
HWT
Steve Shennett
165
Fr.
119 N. Main St., Farmville, Va., 392-8710
5W
150-158
Bill Stafford
Fr.
240
6'4"
HWT
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POSTERS

A pair of Floridians, senior
guard Shack Leonard (Riviere
Beach) and junior guard Brenda
Fettrow (Indian Harbor Beach)
have been named as co-winners
of the Longwood College Player
of the Week honor for their
performances in leading their
respective teams to victory last
week.
Leonard, a 6-2 standout, was
the catalyst as Longwood
defeated Gallaudet and Stony
Brook, rated fifth in the East
among Division III teams, to win
the Longwood Invitational
Classic
I
championship
November 24. The Lancer cocaptain, who was selected as
tournament MVP for his scoring
and steady play in running the
lancer offense, scored 15 points
in Ix>ngwood's 82-61 triumph over
Shenandoah Tuesday night.
An all-around performer,
I^eonard has been a key factor in
I,ongwood's 4-0 start with his
passing, scoring, defending and
playmaking.
Fettrow, a co-captain with the
Lady Lancers the last two
seasons, turned in a magnificent
showing in Ixmgwood's triumph
over
Hampton
Institute
November 27. She scored 19
points, hitting 9 of 17 shots from
the floor, grabbed nine rebounds,
handed out five assists and had
five steals as Ixmgwood took a 6852 victory.
In much the same manner as
I/eonard, Fettrow has helped
Ixmgwood's women's team get
off to a 3-1 start. I-ady Lancer
(Continued on Page 8)

Dance Workshop
Planned
ByDEBIKINZEL
Have you ever had the urge to
try and "disco," but were a little
shy? How about "Swing your
partner and promenade?" These
are the types of dancing that are
going to be taught Sunday,
December 9, 1979, from 1:00-3:30
in French gym, along with a
touch of aerobic dancing.
The workshop is open to the
Farmville community, as well as
to Longwood students and
faculty.
There will be a special
appearance by the Southside
Squares, which is the local
square dancing association. The
club is six years old with
membership of 28 couples. They
will be demonstrating "modernwestern" square dancing. The
disco instructor is Kim Furbee, a
senior Physical Education major
with a strong background in
ballet, tap and jazz as well as
disco. The international-folk
instructor is Debbie Bloodsworth,
a graduate-assistant at James
Madison University, assistant
coach for field hockey and
lacrosse, who specializes in the
area of folk.
It will be a fun-filled two and a
half hour period so why not "let
yourself go" and give it a try. The
deadline for turning the
completed registration forms is
Wednesday, December 5.
Sports At Home
Women's Basketball
Dec.
5 Charleston
(WV) 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling
Dec. 5 Washington
Lee 7 p.m.

and

Gymnastics
Dec. 8 U.S. Gymnastics 2
p.m.
Federation Meet

Cagers Undefeated In Four Games
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the Tournament, the first
By CHUCK COLE
differential.
Junior Kenny Ford is leading tournament hosted by a male
Coach Ron Bash's basketball
team is currently undefeated all Lancer scorers with a 16.5 athletic team at Longwood.
I>ongwood's victories include a
after four games. Included in ppg. average. He is followed by
107-70
thrashing of Gallaudet, a
their
victories
is
the freshman Joe Remar with a 15.3
61-53
victory
over Stony Brook,
championship of the Ixmgwood ppg. average, and senior Shack
Invitational Classic I, with a 61-53 Leonard with an 11.3 ppg. an 82-61 victory over Shenandoah
College on the road, and an 88-74
victory over Division III average.
victory over intra-state rival
In
the
Longwood
Classic,
Joe
powerhouse Stony Brook.
The I.ancers are averaging 84.5 Remar and Kenny Ford were Mary Washington.
Gallaudet's defeat gave Coach
points per game while allowing named to the All-Tournament
Ron
Bash his 100th career win.
the opponent only 66.5 points per Team while Shack I^eonard was
IxMigwood's
victory over Mary
game, an eighteen point named Most Valuable Player of
Washington was marred by 65
turnovers, including 42 by our
I oncers. The Lancers did shoot
60 per cent from the floor and 71
per cent from the line in the game
in which the referees stole the
show with their whistle-blowing
antics. Kenny Ford and Joe
Remar had 22 points each.
The Lancers hosted St. Paul's
in French Gym on Monday night.
They travel to Emory & Henry on
Tuesday, then play Bridgewater
on the road on Saturday night,
wrapping up their first semester
schedule.

Brenda Fettrow dribbles between Norfolk State opponents.
Photo by Jackie Steer

Lady Lancers Take
Two At Home
rt^

field goal and a free throw to
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The I^ady Cagers won twice at break the tie and put the lancers
home this week against Division ahead in the final seconds of the
II opponents, with excellent ball game.
Smith had 28 points, the highest
control and defense.
I^ast Tuesday night against individual effort at Longwooc,
Hampton, the I-ady I-mcers took Since Sue Rama scored 36 points,
a 68-52 decision. Brenda Fettrow the highest against Radford in
led the offense with 19 points. the 1977-78 season. She put
Freshman Patty Lia came off the extremely good moves on the
bench in the second half to pump defense to take the ball to the
in six for six field goals for 12 basket.
Also in double* figures was
points.
Senior Maryjane Smith, freshman Cindy Eckel with 11.
despite a bout with the flu, pulled Fettrow had seven rebounds. The
down eight rebounds and had I,ancers shot 52 per cent from the
floor and 62 per cent from the
nine points.
The lancers shot 50 per cent line.
The Spartanettes biggest
from the floor and 57 per cent
problem
was their fouls. They
from the charity stripe.
On Thursday night the lancers had twice as many as the
battled Norfolk State for a 69-65 I-ancers, including one technical
victory. Sparked by the hot hand for a player not reporting in.
The I>ady Ixincers are now 3-1.
of Maryjane Smith, who sank a

For All Your Floral Needs

POCHETTE'S FLORIST
PHONE 392-4154

Longwood Vs. Mai y Washington
PF
FG FT R
0
Sixsmith
0
0
1
0
4
2
Remar
9
2
8
3
Leonard
3
1
Goydish
0
2
1
2
I
1
Turner
0
0
0
1
Jenkins
0
3
10
6
Ford
6
1
0
2
Williams
'
1
1
0
Alston
I
2
0
1
Bracey
0
2
0
J
Newton
0
6
9
J
Johnson
3
1
2
8
Orr
3
2
0
2
Wills
0
2
3
1
Meyer
1
24
34
50
Totals
27

TP
0
22
8
2
2
0
11
2
3
0
2
12

Murray
Eckel
Fettrow
Grimm
Lia
Pulien
Hungate
Smith
Gates
Naughton

FT
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
2

R
6
1
7
0
0
1
4
3
4
0

Pr
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
3
3
0

Photo by Hoke Curric

Riders Bring, Home

1
0
5
8H

Longwood Vs. Norfolk State
FG
1
S
4
l
0
3
0
9
4
0

Jue Remar takes the ball to the loop.

TP
4
11
8
2
0
6
0
28

1
2

JV Cagers 2-1
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
After a 76-70 loss to Virginia
last Tuesday, Lancer JV Cagers
came back to win at home 74-67
against Richard Bland Junior
College.
It was a tight game ending in a
58-58 tie after the regulation
period. The only time the lancers
were down was by eight in the
first half.
James Burton had 21 points and
Walter Taylor had 15 points to
lead the lancer offense. Pete
Hofrichter had 13 rebounds.
Defensively, the lancers had to
control Richard Bland's Ron
Harris who averages 30 points
per game. They held him to 21
points.
The JV record is now 2-1.

Ribbons
On November 30 the longwood
Intercollegiate Riding Team
traveled to Sweet Briar College
for their fifth show of the season.
Co-hosts for the show were Sweet
Briar and Hampden-Sydney. The
judge was Mr. Scott Keller of
Alexander. Sixteen colleges
participated in the show.
In Section A of Novice
Horsemanship on the Flat, Kathy
Redmon won a 5th place ribbon.
Shannon Chambers placed 6th in
Section B of the same division.
Novice Horsemanship over
Fences, Section A, brought Kathy
Chase a 3rd place and Kathy
Redmon a 5th place. Shannon
Chambers placed 5th in Section B
of the same division.

Mary Ball won 6th place in
Section A of Advanced Walk,
Trot, Canter. In Section B of the
same division Frika Christea
won a 3rd place ribbon.
B> placing 2nd in Section B of
Beginner Walk, Trot, Canter,
Janet Young qualified for the
Advanced Walk, Trot, Canter
Division.
The next show is February 15 at
the Barracks in Charlottesville
Several weeks a^o Ixjngwood
accepted the donation of a horse.
Tea for Two is a chestnut
Thoroughbred mare with lots ot
personality. Tiffy" shows a lot
of promise for future showing) aa
well as use for team practice.

Prince Gardner
"BANKIT"
checkbook/
credit cad case
fbrmen
and women
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Tonight and every Tuesday.
9 TO 12
GUYS
$1.00

LADIES FREE
UNTIL 10:00, then 50«
DRIVERS LICENSE REQUIRED

•*•

Martin
THE JEWELER
FARMVILIE, VA

Erika Cristea practices jumping.
Photo by Paula Johnson
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Examination Day
and Date

Morning
9:00-12:00

Friday
December 14

English 100
8:00 Monday
(All sections and
4:00 Monday)
10:50 Tuesday
12:00 Monday

Saturday"
December 15
Monda y
December 17
Tuesday
December 18
Wednesday
December 19
Thursday
December 20

Afternoon
2:00-5:00

8:00 Tuesday

2:30 Monday

1:30 Monday

9:00 Monday

10:00 Monday

3:25 Tuesday

11:00 Monday

2:00 Tuesday

Christmas Gifts & Decorations,
Handmade Crafts, Much More...
HANDPAINTED SKIRTS 8 VISORS BY KIM
STAGHORN
WOOD

FERNS

MOUNTED

ON

CORN HUSK DOLLS BY PEGGY

KILGORE

CURIOSITY SHOPPE
392-4008

FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER

mm

dedicated" player he has ever
coached, Shack averaged 16.1
(Continued from Page 6)
points and handed out 119 assists
coach Carolyn Hodges felt last season as Longwood went 19Fettrow's play against Hampton 8.
Evening
Longwood coaches consider
was outstanding.
7:00-10:00
A graduate of Red I-and High I>eonard to be a bonafide AllSchool, Etters, Pennsylvania, America candidate among
9:25 Tuesday or
Fettrow has been a starter with guards in NCAA Division III.
8:00 Tuesday*
the I^ady I<ancers for three years.
I^ast season, she averaged 12.8
4:50 Tuesday* or points and 6 rebounds while
Gymnasts
11:00 Monday*
leading the team in steals and
i Continued from Page 6)
assists.
4:50 Tuesday or
International
Meet; Joanie
I<eonard, who graduated from
3:25 Tuesday*
Fisher,
15,
of
the
Royal T*s, who
Palm Beach Gardens High
9:25 Tuesday* or School and Palm Beach Junior was a balance beam finalist in
College before coming to the USGF sectionals and is a
10:00 Monday*
Longwood last season, was national competitor; Tami Elliott
2:00 Tuesday* or chosen as one of three I^ancer tri- (Olympiad) a Junior National
9:00 Monday*
captains for the second year. competitor and Jan Herndon
Called by head coach Ron Bash (Gymnastics Inc.) a Virginia
as "the most complete player" on State Champion and national
the team and "the most competitor.
The sanctioned meet will serve
as a qualifer for the Virginia
State Meet. Longwood team
members, who compete as
collegians in AIAW, are not
LIBRARY HOURS DURING EXAM WEEK
eligible for the USGF private
club competition.
Admission to the meet is $1.00
for adults and 50 cents for
December 13 745 a m. 11:00 p.m.
children under 12. Ixmgwood
December 14 7.45 a m. - 11:00 p.m.
students and faculty will be
December 15 8:45 a m. - 5:00 p.m.
admitted free with identification
December 16 2:00 p m. - 11:00 p.m.
card.

Leonard. Fettrow

SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
First Semester, 1979-80 Session

December 17
December 18
December 19

745 a m. - 11:00p.m.
7.45 a m. • 11:00 p.m.
745 a m. - 11:00 p.m.

December 20

745 a m.

5:00 p.m.
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TWO WAY WINTER JACKETS

iftOS

II s o Ski Jacket
Or a Winter Vest
REG $39 95

r

PIZZA AND
RESTAURANT

Shop and Save at the JEANS SHACK for all
your jeanswear needs or
for perfect gift ideas.
DENIMS OR CORDS
• ADULT REG STRAIGHT
LEG BELL AND BOOT

$1050
\ 2.

• STUDENT STRAIGHT
LEG & BOOT

$ 1 1 50

$in50

8 TO 14

\\J

• LITTLE KIDS
SIZES 0 7

OS r$

^OOflXOOD
iNwmv aooMONOi
*ie«M* pi", .

NOW $31.95

• KIDS SIZES

sjutq |njd|*i< jo s»6od or
snjd sadosi jo se6od £$£

SPECIAL
BAKED MANCOTTI (Stuffed w cheese)
BAKED CANNELLONI (Stuffed w meat)
REG, $3.00

NOW ONLY $2.25

- WITH THIS C0UP0N- GOOD THRU DECEMBER?-

$1^00
I U

Plus flannel shirts, sweaters. Levi accessories,
wallets belts, buckles, hats, socks, etc.

JEANS SHACK
USE OUR

SOUTHGATI

ASK ABOUT

IAYAWAYPIAN

SHOPPING CENltR
PHONE J92 4870

GIFT CERTIFICATES

SZ l« «3dVd3!ON OOOAAONOl
a>ow *Hi |° "'d jai**od ipui o»» y

00 8$

Nld 3DVW aOOMONOT

SW31I (300MON01

CARTER'S
FLOWER SHOP
711 W. 3rd. St.
Farmville, Va.
"Your Flower
Headquarters"

Longwood

College Night
Tuesday w
Show us your Longwood Student I.D. card
and get $2.00 off any large or medium pizza.
(Pitchers of your favorite beverage available

Ptea
-Hut

